For those entering a new field or beginning an apprenticeship, there is almost always an introductory course or textbook. So where is the manual or the on-line help for learning how to become a successful scientist? In fact, there are plenty of works already available on this subject, including monographs (Beveridge, 1957; Medawar, 1979) and autobiographical essays (e.g., Watson, 1993; Schmidt-Nielsen, 1994) .
Surely, most of us are familiar with many of the common themes articulated in all of these works: be tenacious, keep an open mind prepared for opportunities, remain individualistic, continue to be a lifelong student, recognize unintentional biases and possible sources of fallacy, and so on. Naturally, individual authors differ in their emphasis, style, and temperament, and readers will undoubtedly find one point or another that especially resonates with their own experience and field of study. W.I.B. Beveridge was a professor of animal pathology at the University of Cambridge, and he treats science as an art form, with chapters on chance, intuition, and imagination interspersed with those on hypothesis, experimentation, and reason. His advice is painfully detailed, admonishing prospective students that they will need to work some evenings as well as estimating how much annual vacation they ought to take. Sir Peter Medawar won the Nobel Prize for medicine in 1960 for the discovery of acquired immunological tolerance. His book includes advice on how to get started and how to stay in the game. In some places, it reads like a source book of "don'ts" for the Oxbridge crowd, in which he pontificates on sociopolitical minefields and various things to avoid, including snobismus (i.e., snobbishness).
Now comes a much older entry from Santiago Ramón y Cajal , the Spanish physician turned premier neuroanatomist and winner of the 1906 Nobel Prize for medicine. He championed the doctrine of the neuron, that the brain is composed of individual cells that conduct information down axons and across synapses to dendrites. His advice to young investigators was first composed as a speech in 1897, and apparently a revised third edition (1912) is still in print in Spanish. Now it has been brought to attention and made accessible to us through an enjoyable modern translation by the Swansons: Neely, a professional translator, and Larry, an influential neuroanatomist himself. We highly recommend it. Do not be intimidated by Cajal's scornful countenance on the dustcover. Once inside the book, we found ourselves sitting beside him on a big comfy sofa, feet on the table, glasses of Spanish sherry in hand, enjoying a pleasant evening with the great scientist. He writes that the purpose of his book is to provide "those encouraging words and paternal admonitions that [I] would have liked so much to receive at the beginning of [my] own modest scientific career."
Parts of the book are certainly dated, both geopolitically ("Germany alone produces more new data than all the other nations combined when it comes to biology") and matrimonially ("We could cite more than twenty young men . . . whose early attempts at research were shipwrecked on the shoals of matrimony. Currently, most of our best producers are unmarried, especially those in biology"). Other parts seem to have been written yesterday, with wistful remarks about the "wonderful days of yore" before the pace of research had become "frantic." Although we think mostly of Cajal as a master of technique and careful observation, what struck us most was his view on the crucial role of passion in the process of discovery:
The explorer of nature must view research as the best of all possible sports, whose every facet-from the execution of technique to the elaboration of theory-is a never-ending source of indescribable satisfaction. You should abandon science if you don't feel growing enthusiasm and a growing sense of power when working with a difficult problem-if your soul isn't flooded with the emotion of anticipated pleasure when approaching the long-awaited and solemn moment of the fiat lux. Nature grants not her favors to those with a cold heart.
So, while James Watson talks about "rules of thumb" for becoming a scientific winner, and Knut Schmidt-Nielsen speaks about possessing an "irresistible curiosity," Cajal is writing instead about the heart. To us, his fervor seems most closely akin to a religious experience, and indeed he reminds us of the similarities between science and spirituality: research as a "calling"-sacrifice and dedication-and rapturous, ecstatic joy upon discovering the truth. Cajal's point here has remarkable parallels with recent work on the crucial role of emotion in creativity, intellect, and awareness of self (Damasio, 1999) .
Of course, in the end the major problem with advice is whose to take. The fact is that there are many possible motivations to do science, many ways to contribute, and one author's path to enlightenment might not be the right one for others. We can only say that finding the best personal advice from the right colleagues needs to be a rigorous process of discovery in its own right (Paydarfar and Schwartz, 2001) .
